PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
HIGH END SECURITY IMPLEMENTATIONS

ACCELERATE THE SUCCESS OF YOUR SECURITY SOLUTION
- Prepare for scalable and virtualized security management
- Reduce your migration risks
- Save time with an efficient implementation
- Realize ROI faster

QUICKLY EXECUTE YOUR MDSM WITH EXPERT HELP EVERY STEP OF THE WAY
- Initial design and setup
- Platform selection
- Implementation
- Testing
- Monitoring
- Sign off report

KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER AND ON-THE-JOB TRAINING
- Work side-by-side with our consultants and learn how to operate your MDSM
- Review your sign off report for configuration details
- Leverage our MDSM best practice guidelines

LEARN MORE
To find out how Professional Services can help you maximize the benefits of your IT Security solution, visit our Web site, or email us directly at ps@checkpoint.com.

CHALLENGE
The key to maximizing ROI for Multi-Domain Security Management (MDSM) is getting it up and running quickly and efficiently. Although MDSM is intuitive, companies may not have skilled personnel on staff to perform the implementation. Even companies with in-house skills might find they do not have enough resources to complete the project or may benefit from direct assistance.

SOLUTION
This timesaving service helps companies quickly implement basic and complex configurations of MDSM. We provide planning, configuration, implementation and monitoring services in a relatively short timeframe for an optimum implementation of Multi-Domain Security Management. The service includes:

Multi Domain Server initial design and setup
- We analyze your current and anticipated VPN and firewall management requirements, build a design for Domain Management Server (DMS) implementation, and configure the MDSM and DMS.

Capacity validation
- We verify your existing hardware and software are sufficient to support future needs and growth.

Migration planning
- After designing the best overall architecture design for MDSM, a migration plan will be created.

Execution
- Check Point will be present at the cutover window (with the partner/dist) to ensure timely and efficient upgrade/migration according to plan.

Knowledge transfer
- Check Point will teach the customer how to operate MDSM for daily use.

Monitoring
- Following execution, we recommend monitoring the environment, validating its productivity before applying further changes.

Sign off report
- Check Point consultants also provide a documentation of the final configuration implemented on your MDSM.